Well, We Are Nearly There.
As we all await the Government announcement about which Tier Kibworth will be in, we feel
really positive that The Well will be ready to open in some capacity from next week.

This picture shows the blinds and carpet
in the front room at no. 47 - both kindly
donated by local business people.

We are looking forward to our long
anticipated artwork - arriving by the end
of November.

We have missed our full team of Staff and
volunteers at The Well for many months
now.

I hope you were able to view a copy of our article in the Chronicle this month which we hope
gave members of the Community an idea of how The Well is developing.
The Trustees and I were extremely appreciative of all of the efforts of shop volunteers in
opening the shop for a few precious months, aided by Qyan (who has now moved on after a
lovely send off). The Food Bank and Listening teams have continued with the work they
started in March and we are now into our 10th month. Thank you all so much.
A small but devoted group of volunteers have continued to work tirelessly at both No. 45 and
No. 47 to get both areas ready for the next season of Well life.

The Steering Group is now ready to nurture our contacts with the local community, outside
partners and referral agencies to work out how to develop the space as a support hub for
those in most need.
We have been delighted to welcome Kay Witcombe and Toni Southwell as our new Cafe
Managers, who have great vision for the Cafe and have already set to work adapting our
resources to make them compatible with the changing demands of Covid - both for
volunteers and customers alike. They are both natural hosts, and want the space to have a
cosy, welcoming feel. We have been blessed with a grant to achieve the physical aspects
of this - re-configuring the kitchen equipment to ensure effective use of the space and safety,
replacing broken furniture, re-painting walls and this week installing artwork, which will
complete our re-branding process.
Kay and Toni are very much looking forward to welcoming Cafe volunteers back into the
kitchen area next week for training and to gel the team once again.
If allowed to emerge from lockdown, we will open the Cafe with limited numbers on Monday
7th December:

THE CAFE WILL OPEN MORNINGS ONLY INITIALLY

(this will be for

take-aways should the lockdown rules not be lifted, which will be trialled from 2nd
December).

THE CHARITY SHOP WILL OPEN AFTERNOONS ONLY
INITIALLY. Whilst we do understand that this may be frustrating both for some volunteers
and for our customers, this is to ensure that a safe number and flow of people can occur
throughout the building. We will need, for example, to manage separate exits and entrances
and ensure that proper cleaning is in place. We will review this in the New Year, according to
Government Guidelines.
Despite the knock to our income throughout the pandemic, we remain positive and optimistic
about the future of The Well. Those of us who pray at The Well have sensed God's provision
all over the Charity, the work of its people and the building. We have seen how those who
have stepped up and done what they feel is right in team, have been equipped. We want to
continue in this same vein with everybody involved who wants to be.

Christmas at The Well
Remember this tree?! Inspired by Eunice
and Kay last year and created by Peter and
Isaac, we are looking forward to
reinstalling it in our cafe for the season.

Unfortunately, due to guidelines, we can't
display or sell many other items as part of
our seasonal offering and the 'Christmas in
Kibworth' event has sadly been
cancelled. However, we hope our
application for an external tree will be
successful and we will make The Well feel
as festive a possible (hopefully with many
of you!).

Hope to see you back soon...we are working on some Cafe 'taster' sessions!
Thank you so much to all who have been involved over the past 10 months, and those who
have sent encouraging thoughts, prayers and blessings. These have meant so much.

